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Attunement:

 
Restorative with the Breath: Legs on the chair(or up the wall) with blanket across and 
lengthwise. Arms in cactus.

Warm-Up/Supine: Morning Wake-Up Stretch

Hip Openers with Bent Legs: Small Circles Together/a massage of the lower back, Circles 
Apart and Large, In/Out Together

 
Warm-Up/Prone: Child’s Pose, Walk to the Right/Left and/or look over the shoulder R/L, 
Thread the Needle, Cat n’ Cow, Balancing Cat R/L @ Finding the still point for 6 breaths/
switching sides.

—————————————————————————————————————-

A Short n’ Sweet Standing at Wall:

Begin with Tadasana and Stand up Taller (DVD Vol.2).

Proceed to four movements (feet, calves, thighs, belly/core, fore/upper arms, shoulders) for a 
quick Yogi Snack:

1.  Lift to toes. Facing the wall, with fingertips all on wall for balance/rise up on your toes and 
the ball of your feet. Slowly up and slowly down with awareness that the feet do not roll out or 
in. Only go as far up as you can be steady and straight. Can also be done on a stairs and then you 
can come down slightly lower than the stair level to stretch the plantar of the feet and the 
achilles.

2.  Slide/Squat on Wall with back to wall, buttock touching, knees slightly bent, feet hip width 
apart, maybe using a block between the knees. Pelvic tilting bringing waist to wall on exhale and 
return to create the slight tunnel. Eventually engaging the core muscles and bringing the curve of 
the lower back in touch with the wall, this is an isometric of the belly muscles, hold the core but 
don’t forget to breath. Legs are still and body does not slide. Then bring shoulder blades to wall  
and eventually the back of the head. Watch for any jutting of chin, if so do neck strengthening 
exercise as shown in class called Turtle. Always working up to 2 minutes. Progressive as the 
thighs become more parallel to the floor.

3.  Wall push ups with elbows in and hands not higher than shoulders when this it is too easy, 
bring them down as hands will eventually be level with the elbows. Feet strong and hip with 
apart. The palms/fingers can be on the wall or just the fingers or even finger tips. Experience how 
these different placements feel different in the upper arm involvement and for some the wrists. 
Bringing top of forehead towards wall with body straight/stiff/strong. Don’t come so close to 



wall that you cannot push back to beginning position. Try to do 12 and work to 3 sets of 12. Then 
for more challenge go to the floor for Yoga Push-Ups.

4.  Clock on the Wall. In most classes we did not get to this so will be done next week.

Sun Salutations with the Chair and eventually challenging and not using the chair.

Hand Exercise 
Niyasam -the gentle slide up and down each finger with the breath. Beginning with the thumb to 
the base of the index finger continuing to the pinky and returning. One hand at a time with 
concentration and coordinated breathing.

Savasana – Guided Meditation through the Physical Body

 
Essential Oil: Peppermint 
Music:  Various  
 from Parijat 
Quote:  
I’ve learned that people will forget what you said…People will forget what you did but people 
will never forget how you made them feel.                -Maya Angelou


